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Abstract
Distributed applications typically involve many components, each
with unique security and privacy requirements. Such applications
require fine-grained access control mechanisms that allow dynamic delegation and revocation of access rights. Embedding such
domain-specific requirements in a functional language like Haskell
puts all the expressiveness of the host language at the disposal of
the domain user. Using a custom monad, we design and implement
an embedded Haskell library that embraces the decentralized label
model, allowing mutually-distrusting principals to express individual confidentiality and integrity policies. Our language includes
first-class references, higher-order functions, declassification and
endorsement of policies, and user authority in the presence of
global unrestricted delegation. Then, building on previous work
by the first author, we extend the language to enable fine-grained
dynamic delegation and revocation of access rights. The resulting
language generalizes, extends, and simplifies various libraries for
expressing and reasoning about information flow.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.2 [Programming Languages]: Language Classifications—Applicative (functional) languages; D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Information flow controls; F.3.3 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Studies of Program Constructs—Control primitives
Keywords Information Flow Security; Monad; Library.

1.

Introduction

In the emerging paradigm of cloud computing, organizations offload their software services to providers from whom users can rent
virtual machines to access the services. This framework introduces
several opportunities for unauthorized access to user’s resources
uploaded to the cloud. As several researchers argue [1, 8, 9], one
of the core issues is that of restricted delegation and revocation of
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access rights. The main idea of restricted delegation and revocation
is to temporarily allow information to flow to a predefined chain
of principals, while retaining the right to revoke it at any time.
This model of delegation was investigated in access control policies [30], but was not extended to information flow security policies. In particular, existing security typed programming languages
that support delegation (e.g., Jif [10, 22], and flowCaml [26]) do
not directly support restricted delegation and revocation.
Building on previous work by the first author [16, 17], we design – and implement as a Haskell library – a language with restricted delegation and revocation facilities. The original work produced a small stand-alone first-order language, RDR, to formalize
the semantics of restricted delegation and revocation. Our current
work generalizes, extends, and simplifies the previous RDR design and implementation along several dimensions. First, the previous work lacked, in both design and implementation, many of the
higher-order abstractions that are needed for realistic distributed
programming (e.g., first-class references, higher-order functions,
input/output channels, etc.). Although the secure information flow
semantics of these constructs is quite subtle (see e.g. [31]), our
monadic embedding in Haskell allows us to directly inherit these
constructs with little overhead. In addition, although RDR is based
on the decentralized label model (DLM) [23] that allows (distributed) principals to state and enforce individual confidentiality
and integrity security policies, its security model did not support
code running under the authority of distinct (and distributed) principals. Finally, RDR expressed the semantics of delegation and revocation at the level of principals instead of the more expressive
level of policies. Instead, our design keeps track of the dynamic
delegations and revocations using a notion of a “label chain” that is
more consistent with the DLM. One of the key design decisions of
RDR that we retain and exploit is that the delegation and revocation
actions are specified at the fine-grained level of individual values.
Typically, one would not expect each individual value to have its
own access control policy as this would be prohibitively costly to
implement. However, if used for shared objects of interest, specifying policies at the level of data elements enables us to partition
data objects and enforce different access control policies for the
same object. For example, given a personal health record, policies
that allow patients, doctors, pharmacists, and insurance agents, to
access different parts of the record can be enforced simultaneously.
In the next section, we review the DLM as it is central to
the ideas of the paper. Sec. 3 builds on the DLM and introduces
the monadic embedding of a rich language for secure information
flow with first-class references and higher-order procedures. Sec. 4
extends the DLM with the notion of label chains and then extends
the language with facilities for restricted delegation and revocation

and provides examples illustrating the use and expressiveness of
the language. We then review related work (Sec. 5) and conclude.

2.

Labels

There are several security-typed programming languages that permit delegation and revocation relationships between principals. For
example, a general form of delegation is present in Jif [10, 22]. The
delegation relation is derived from a principal hierarchy which is
a partial order that determines which principals can act for other
principals. This partial order may change during the execution of
a program but is assumed to be mostly static. Delegation is also
supported in flowCaml [26], another well-known security-typed
programming language. Following the decentralized label model
(DLM), the fundamental abstraction in many of these approaches,
including ours, is that of a label. A label is an entity that attaches to
locations, channels, and values to specify the principals that “own”
them and their security policies for the entity. We review the conventional model in some detail, in order to set up the stage for our
extension to dynamically support restricted forms of delegation and
revocation.
2.1

Decentralized Label Model (DLM)

In a distributed environment, e.g., the cloud, we cannot assume the
existence of a central authority that would manage all the computing resources. The DLM allows each resource or collection of resources to be managed by a different principal. This principal owns
the resources: it specifies the security requirements via a set of policies and is responsible for enforcing them. Different principals are
not assumed to trust each other but explicit delegations are possible among principals to specify who can act for whom. Generally
speaking, a principal p who can act for another principal q has all of
the rights and responsibilities of q. It is possible to refine the principals into various roles and correspondingly refine the “acts-for”
relationship to only grant specific rights. Indeed it is our goal, to
model one such relationship: specifically, we are interested in situations in which a principal p can delegate access to a resource to a
chain of principals q1 , . . . , qn subject to the following constraints:
(i) initially q1 is the active principal in the chain, (ii) the active principal can access the data and can delegate it to the next principal in
the chain and only to that next principal, (iii) the entire chain or any
subchain therein may be revoked at any time.
To take full advantage of the DLM, each code fragment is
assumed to run under the authority of a distinct principal. During
execution, only those policies owned by principals who can act
for the current user are “activated.” Other policies are ignored.
This is a somewhat counter-intuitive aspect as it would allow code
running under the authority of a principal like bob to read the
private data of another principal like amy even if amy specifically
attaches a private policy to her data. The informal justification is
that the DLM infrastructure does not allow the code running under
bob’s authority to do anything “harmful” with this data. Formally,
a security violation only occurs when the data leaves the entire
system via an output channel. Principal bob could certainly write
the data to a channel owned by amy but this would not constitute a
security violation. If, however, bob attempted to write the data to a
public channel, he would need to declassify the data by removing
amy’s private policy which, fortunately, he cannot do.
2.2

Confidentiality Policies

In our presentation, a label ` consists of exactly two policies: a
confidentiality policy R and an integrity policy W. A confidentiality
policy or reader policy is defined as follows:
(Reader policies)

R

::=

rp{o : p} | R t R | R u R

A basic policy rp{o : p} states that principal o is the owner of the
data in question (and hence an implicit reader) and that principal p
is explicitly given the permission to also read the data. Policies
with multiple owners and/or readers can be expressed via t and u.
Intuitively, t takes the intersection of the readers and u takes the
union of the readers but, as formalized below, the semantics is much
more subtle and depends on the authority under which the current
code is executing and on existing delegation relationships. We now
turn our attention to each of these points.
Unrestricted delegation. The DLM framework is parametrized
by a partial order relationship among principals that indicates “unrestricted” delegation relationships among principals. In the common case, a principal p delegates all of its authority, unconditionally, to another principal q. The delegation relationship is not assumed to be static but is coarse-grained and assumed to change
infrequently, e.g., when a new doctor is employed at a hospital. In
our presentation, we assume a reflexive transitive relation < among
principals that summarizes which principals can act for which other
principals due to these unrestricted delegations. It is often convenient to assume the existence of two special principals: ⊥ and >.
The principal ⊥ allows any principal to act for it, and the principal > can act for any principal. In actual applications, i.e., when
the set of principals is known, the principal > models a trusted
principal, e.g., the OS kernel, and the principal ⊥ can be thought of
as a placeholder for an actual principal with minimal rights.
Semantics of confidentiality policies. We can now formalize the
precise set of readers associated with a confidentiality policy. As
briefly mentioned above, the set of readers depends on the authority under which the current code is executing. In other words, policy owners are only able to enforce their policies if they can act for
the user under whose authority the current code is executing. Otherwise, if the policy owners cannot act for the current user, their
policies are ignored. Formally, given an application involving principals drawn from a set P , and given that the current code is running under the authority of a particular principal u ∈ P , the set of
readers allowed by a confidentiality policy is defined as follows:
P
readers
=
u (rp{o : p})

{q | q ∈ P, q < o or q < p}
P

o<u
otherwise

readers P
u (R1 t R2 )

=

P
readers P
u (R1 ) ∩ readers u (R2 )

readers P
u (R1 u R2 )

=

P
readers P
u (R1 ) ∪ readers u (R2 )

The most subtle clause is the first. If the code is running under the
authority of principal u then we first decide if the owner of the
policy o can act for u. If not, everyone is allowed to be a reader
which would be the case if no policy existed. If, however, o can
act for u, then the policy is enforced: only the owner o, the explicit
reader p, and those who can act for them would be allowed to access
the data. Notice that if u < u0 , then for every policy R, we have
P
that readers P
u0 (R) ⊆ readers u (R). To see why, consider the case
in which the policy is rp{o : p} and o acts for u0 but not for u. (The
reverse is impossible because the relation < is transitive, i.e., if
o < u then also o < u0 .) In this case, readers P
u (rp{o : p} = P , the
set of all principals, but the corresponding set from the perspective
of u0 only contains the principals that can act for o and p.
The definition suggests a natural lattice-ordering for confidentiality policies:
• The partial ordering vR
u is defined via the superset relation

on the sets of readers. Note that the partial order relation is
parametrized by the current user u, i.e., that each user “sees”
a different partial order among policies.

• The bottom element of the lattice ⊥R is the policy rp{⊥ : ⊥}

where ⊥ is the principal who allows every other principal to
act on its behalf. The set of readers for this policy is the entire
set of principals and hence this policy is the least restrictive
confidentiality policy.
• The top element of the lattice >R is the policy rp{> : >}

where > is the principal who can act for every other principal.
The set of readers for this policy is the empty set and hence this
policy is the most restrictive confidentiality policy.
• The join and meet of the lattice elements are given by t and u

respectively.
Thus, one can visualize the lattice with the least restrictive policy
at the bottom, the most restrictive policy at the top, and view the
join operation as moving up the lattice and the meet operation as
moving down the lattice.
2.3

Integrity Policies

Confidentiality policies express which principals are permitted to
read a given data element. Thus the more restrictive a confidentiality policy is, the fewer readers it allows. Integrity policy express
which principals “trust” the data. Thus, dual to the ordering on
confidentiality policies, an integrity policy that states that everyone
must trust the data is the most restrictive, and an integrity policy
that requires no one to trust the data is the least restrictive. Formally, the semantics of integrity policies is similar to the semantics
in the previous section with some of the key relationships reversed.
Integrity policies, also commonly called writer policies, are
defined as follows:
(Writer policies)

W

::=

wp{o : p} | W t W | W u W

A basic policy wp{o : p} states that principal o is the owner of the
data in question (and hence an implicit writer) and that principal p
is explicitly given the permission to also write the data. As before,
policies with multiple owners and/or readers can be expressed via t
and u, but in this case t takes the union of the writers and u takes
the intersection of the writers. Formally, we have:
P
writers
=
u (wp{o : p})

{q | q ∈ P, q < o or q < p}
∅

principals and hence this policy is the most restrictive integrity
policy which requires everyone to trust the data.
• The join and meet of the lattice elements are given by t and u

respectively.
Thus, given these conventions, one can also visualize this lattice
with the least restrictive policy at the bottom, the most restrictive
policy at the top, and view the join operation as moving up the
lattice and the meet operation as moving down the lattice.
2.4

Labels

As mentioned earlier, conventional labels in the DLM consist of a
pair of a confidentiality policy and an integrity policy. We denote
such labels ` using pairs (R, W ). These labels form a lattice with
bottom ⊥L and top >L which is the product lattice of the confidentiality and integrity lattices described above. In more detail, the
label `1 t `2 is more restrictive than either `1 or `2 . Computationally, if a value v1 has label `1 and a value v2 has label `2 and we
calculate v1 ⊕ v2 for some binary operation ⊕, the resulting label
is `1 t `2 . The reason is that access to the resulting value can be
granted only if both the policies for the individual components v1
and v2 are enforced. Conversely, the label `1 u`2 is more permissive
than either `1 or `2 . Computationally, consider a value v labeled `1
by one principal and labeled `2 by another principal. The net effect is that only the least restrictive policies can be enforced. (This
could be the situation if a principal restricts access to a value, but
his boss, who can act for him, declassifies the value. The net effect
should be that the value is declassified.)
Example. Consider a simple situation inspired by the common
tax preparer example [23]. There are three principals bob, taxUser,
and taxPreparer where it is assumed that taxUser can act for bob
but that taxUser and taxPreparer do not trust each other. Now
consider the following three policies:
• Private taxUser policy: p1 = rp{taxUser : taxUser};
• Private taxPreparer policy: p2 = rp{taxPreparer : taxPreparer};
• Policy for data calculated using bob’s private data and taxPre-

parer private algorithms: p = p1 t p2 .
o<u
otherwise

writers P
u (W1 t W2 )

=

P
writers P
u (W1 ) ∪ writers u (W2 )

writers P
u (W1 u W2 )

=

P
writers P
u (W1 ) ∩ writers u (W2 )

Again, the most subtle clause is the first. If the code is running
under the authority of principal u then we first decide if the owner
of the policy o can act for u. If not, we act as if the policy did
not exist and do not require anyone to trust the data. If, however, o
can act for u, then the policy is enforced and, as before, only the
owner o, the explicit writer p, and those who can act for them would
be allowed to write the data. The lattice properties in this case are
as follows:
• The partial ordering vW
u is defined via the subset relation on

the sets of writers.
• The bottom element of the lattice ⊥W is the policy wp{> : >}

where > is the principal who can act for every other principal.
The set of writers for this policy is the empty set and hence this
policy is the least restrictive integrity policy which requires no
one to trust the data.
• The top element of the lattice >W is the policy wp{⊥ : ⊥}

where ⊥ is the principal who allows every other principal to act
on its behalf. The set of writers for this policy is the set of all

The policy p is viewed differently by each of the three principals.
From the perspective of both bob and taxUser, policy p only allows
taxUser as a reader. However, from the perspective of taxPreparer,
the same policy only allows taxPreparer as a reader.

3.

A Monad for Secure Information-Flow

We begin our presentation of the Haskell embedding by first considering a language without restricted delegation and revocation.
Our approach, like other similar efforts (e.g. [25, 27]), is to dynamically encode the information flow using Haskell terms. The
main reason is to accommodate the dynamic policies resulting from
runtime restricted delegation and revocation actions. A natural approach is to define a new abstract type of “protected values” whose
access control and integrity is enforced by a monadic sublanguage.
The interface of our monad RDR is included below. A protected
value is internally represented as a plain value and a label but
that representation is hidden from the user. The main point of the
RDR monad is to control access to protected values. As we explain
below, it provides a way to create protected values using the method
tagM; once a value has been tagged, there is no way to manipulate
it except via the operations in the RDR monad. The only method
that could be used to produce the underlying value is runM, which
explicitly declassifies the value before releasing it.
newtype P a −− protected values are abstract

ρ ` (e, ∅) 7→ (V, σ)
ρ ` (declassifyM V ⊥L , σ) 7→ (hv, ⊥L i, σ 0 )
(<, u, pc) ` (returnM hv, `i, σ) 7→ (hv, ` t pci, σ)

runM ρ e 7→ v
ρ ` (e, σ) 7→ (V, σ 0 )

ρ ` (c[V /a], σ 0 ) 7→ (V 0 , σ 00 )

ρ ` (do a ← e; c, σ) 7→ (V 0 , σ 00 )

ρ ` (tagM ` v, σ) 7→ (hv, `i, σ)

ρ ` (hv1 , `1 i ⊕ hv2 , `2 i, σ) 7→ (h⊕(v1 , v2 ), `1 t `2 i, σ)
x 6∈ dom(σ)

pc t `x vu `v

(<, u, pc) ` (newM `x hv, `v i, σ) 7→ (hx, pci, σ[x ← hv, `x i])
σ(x) = hv 0 , `s i

σ(x) = hv, `v i
ρ ` (readM hx, `x i, σ) 7→ (hv, `v t `x i, σ)
i = v? 1 : 2

pc t `x vu `v

pc t `v vu `s

(<, u, pc) ` (writeM hx, `x i hv, `v i, σ) 7→ σ[x ← hv, `s i]

(<, u, pc t `v ) ` (ei , σ) 7→ (V, σ 0 )
0

(<, u, pc) ` (ifM hv, `v i e1 e2 , σ) 7→ (V, σ )

u < u0

(<, u0 , pc) ` (e, σ) 7→ (V, σ 0 )

(<, u, pc) ` (localUserM u0 e, σ) 7→ (V, σ 0 )

f = proc{pc 0 , u0 }(a : `a ) : `r .e
pc t `f vu pc 0
u < u0
pc t `v vu `a
0
0
0
(<, u , pc ) ` (e[hv, `a i/a], σ) 7→ (hw, `w i, σ )
pc 0 t `w vu0 `r
(<, u, pc) ` (callM hf, `f i hv, `v i, σ) 7→ (hw, `r i, σ 0 )
Rv vR
u R t rp{u : >}

W u wp{u : ⊥} vW
u Wv

(<, u, pc) ` (declassifyM hv, (Rv , Wv )i (R, W ), σ) 7→ (hv, (R, W )i, σ)
Figure 1. Semantics of standard constructs.
type Env = (actsFor, Principal , Label)
type R a = IORef (P a)
data Proc m a b = Proc {
pcL :: Label,
auth :: Principal ,
argL :: Label,
resL :: Label,
code :: P a → m (P b)
}
class (Monad
M m where
runM
returnM
localUserM
tagM
binopM
ifM
callM
newM
readM
writeM
declassifyM
newtype
instance
instance
instance
instance

m, MonadIO m, MonadReader Env m) ⇒
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Env → m (P a) → IO a
P a → m (P a)
Principal → m (P a) → m (P a)
Label → a → m (P a)
(a → b → c) → P a → P b → m (P c)
P Bool → m (P a) → m (P a) → m (P a)
P (Proc m a b) → P a → m (P b)
Label → P a → m (P (R a))
P (R a) → m (P a)
P (R a) → P a → m (P ())
P a → Label → m (P a)

RDR a = RDR { runRDR :: ReaderT Env IO a }
Monad RDR
MonadIO RDR
MonadReader Env RDR
M RDR

The RDR monad is built by layering a Reader monad over
the IO monad. The underlying IO monad provides first-class references, channels, and input-output operations. The Reader monad
gives access to three parameters: the relation < which gives the
global delegation relationships among principals, the principal un-

der whose authority the code is executing, and the control label
which summarizes information that could be extracted from the
knowledge that execution reached this point. As mentioned above,
the main entity of interest is that of a “protected value”; except
for constants and the final result of the program, each value manipulated within the monad is protected; in particular, each reference points to a protected value, and each procedure maps protected
value to protected values. In addition, the interface allows the user
to annotate values, references, and procedures with “static” labels
that act as upper bounds on the actual labels that are allowed to flow
into these entities. These “anchor” points are necessary for static
verification which takes into account all executions of the program,
and not just the particular run in question.
The formal semantics is in Fig. 1. In the semantics, we use the
following notations and conventions. A protected value is written
hv, `v i and is ranged over by capital letters V . Judgments are of
the form ρ ` (e, σ) 7→ (V, σ) for expressions that produce values
and ρ ` (e, σ) 7→ σ for expressions that produce no values
(i.e., commands). In both cases, an expression e is evaluated in an
environment ρ and initial store σ to produce a result and an updated
store. The store σ represents the memory as a map from locations
to protected values.
The evaluation of (runM ρ e) starts the evaluation of e in the
environment ρ and the empty store. For the resulting value to be
released, it must be declassifiable to the least restrictive label. The
final store is ignored. Binary operations, abstracted using ⊕, combine the labels of the two participating values using t: the resulting
value is at least as restrictive as each of the individual values. Locations are first-class and are themselves protected. When creating
a new location, the calculation of the location itself is trivial and is
labeled with just the control label; the contents of the location are
labeled with the given static label which acts as an upper bound on

the security level of the contents. The initialization is safe if the label of the initial value is less restrictive than the upper bound label
for the contents. Reading the contents of a location returns a label
that is a combination of the label associated with the location itself and the label of the contents. Updating a location requires two
checks: a check that the label of the new value is guarded by the
static label of the contents, and another check that guarantees that
the location itself is guarded by the label of its contents [31]. In
all these checks the label in question is joined with the pc to ensure that no classified information flows via control dependencies
to a less restrictive label. The rules for ifM and callM show the dependency on the control flow being taken into account. The rule
for localUserM shows that if the current user can act for a certain
principal, then that principal can be given authority to run the code.
This mechanism is also used for procedure calls. The other checks
in callM ensure that the argument’s value can flow into the parameter’s label and conversely that the return value can flow into the
result’s label. The final declassification rule allows the current user
to remove its own policy from the current label, and nothing else.
Intuitively, user u can declassify a value by removing its own label
rp{u : >} from the value’s label.
It is helpful while reading the semantic rules to keep in mind the
following informal soundness argument based on the “attacker’s
knowledge model” for dynamic information flow policies [6].
Imagine an attacker A with a security label `A who can observe
any entity (e.g., value, contents of memory location, etc.) whose
security label is vu `A . Furthermore the attacker can determine
the control flow, i.e., which expression is currently executing, if
pc vu `A . Intuitively, the desired correctness condition is that
whatever information the attacker could observe in the right-hand
side of an evaluation rule could have been observed in the left-hand
side, i.e., no rule can ever provide an attacker with additional information. In other words, starting from a program with an empty
memory, i.e., with the attacker not knowing anything, then if the
program terminates the attacker is guaranteed not to have learned
anything.
Specifically, regarding the semantic rules, it is easy to see that
any rule in which the labels in the right-hand side increase with
respect to the lattice order cannot leak any information. The rule
for localUserM does not leak because as we show in the previous
section the condition u < u0 guarantees that any attacker who
could access information under u0 would have been allowed to
access the same information under u. For declassification, assume
that the attacker is allowed to read the value after declassification.
If the attacker A is a principal for whom u does not act, then
readers P
A (rp{u : >}) is the set of all readers and hence the
attacker would have been able to access the information before
declassification.
Example. We continue the tax preparer example from last section. As we established, taxPreparer can access some data v calculated from Bob’s private tax records as well as proprietary algorithms owned by taxPreparer. Once the calculation is complete,
taxPreparer can use declassifyM to remove its policy and release
the resulting tax form to bob. In more detail, assuming that v is labeled with (join taxUserPolicy taxPreparerPolicy), it is safe to
evaluate (declassifyM v taxUserPolicy) to downgrade the combined policy to that of taxUser removing the policy of taxPreparer.
It then becomes possible for bob to also use declassifyM to remove
its own policy and release the tax form to a public channel.

4.

Restricted Delegation and Revocation

The previous language is quite expressive but does not directly
allow for restricted delegation and revocation of access rights. We
illustrate the basic problem and solution using an example below.

4.1

Restricted Delegation as Declassification

Consider a situation in which principal patient wishes to release
access to his medical history according to the following policy:
the principal doctorA can examine the information and forward
it to doctorB who can in turn forward it to doctorC if needed.
No other accesses to the medical history should be granted. An
unrestricted delegation, using the < relation, from the patient to
doctorA would be too powerful as it would give doctorA too much
power. In particular, it would allow doctorA to further delegate
the information to other unconstrained principals. To express the
desired requirements within the confines of the conventional DLM,
it is possible to define an ad hoc principal hierarchy to be used
specifically for access to the medical history. This approach is
however awkward. Following the original RDR design, we instead
propose to generalize the conventional labels to chains of labels as
follows.
The idea is to think of restricted delegation as a special form
of declassification. Concretely, when declassifying a value, the
user provides one target label. We can relax this condition and
allow declassification with a “chain” of target labels. The informal
semantics of such a construct, delegateM hv, `i [`1 , . . . , `k ] is as
follows. First, one attempts to declassify the given value to `1 and,
if that is allowed, the value becomes effectively hv, `1 i. However, to
make sure that the owner of `1 does not get unrestricted powers, we
represent this information by keeping the entire delegation chain
and simply moving an index up the chain to point to the current
“active” principal. This idea is explained in more detail below and
formalized in the semantics of the extended language.
4.2

Labels for Restricted Delegation Chains

First let’s define the following labels:
• `patient = (rp{> : patient}, ⊥W )
• `doctorA = (rp{> : doctorA}, ⊥W )
• `doctorB = (rp{> : doctorB}, ⊥W )
• `doctorC = (rp{> : doctorC}, ⊥W )

The integrity component of each label is irrelevant and is fixed to be
the least restrictive policy. The confidentiality component of each
label defines a policy enforced by the “superuser” that grants access
to the named principal. Thus, in the absence of any unrestricted
delegation and no matter what current authority is running the code,
the set of readers for the first label is exactly {patient} and similarly
for the remaining labels. (In practice, it is sufficient for the owner
to be a principal who can act for the current authority.)
The policy that the patient wishes to enforce can be expressed
using a new kind of label that consists of chains of conventional
labels. In our running example, the desired restricted delegation by
the patient produces the generalized label:
([`patient , `doctorA , `doctorB , `doctorC ], 1)
This chain consists of a sequence of plain labels and an index
pointing at the current active label in the sequence. As formalized
in the next section, further delegations are only allowed if they are
implied by the chain and, if so, they result in the index moving
forward.
Generally, we allow more than one restricted delegation per data
object which may result in several such chains, and we also allow
revocation which removes some chains. As an example of these
more general labels, consider:
{([`1 , `2 , `3 , `4 ], 2), ([`5 , `6 , `7 ], 1)}
The active label in the first chain is `3 and the active label in
the second chain is `6 . The fact that both these labels are active

rp{u : >} v Rv

wp{u : ⊥} v Wv

∀i.Rv vR
u Ri t rp{u : >}

∀i.Wi u wp{u : ⊥} vW
u Wv

(<, u, pc) ` (delegateM hv, (Rv , Wv ), dl v i [(R1 , W1 ), (R2 , W2 ), . . .], σ) 7→ (hv, (Rv , Wv ), dl v ∪ {[(R1 , W1 ), (R2 , W2 ), . . .], 0}i, σ)
rp{u : >} v Ri

wp{u : ⊥} v Wi

(<, u, pc) ` (redelegateM hv, `v , {..., ([. . . , (Ri , Wi ), `i+1 , . . .], i), . . . }i, σ) 7→ (hv, `v , {..., ([. . . , (Ri , Wi ), `i+1 , . . .], i + 1), . . .}i, σ)
rp{u : >} v Rv

wp{u : ⊥} v Wv

(<, u, pc) ` (revokeM hv, (Rv , Wv ), dl v i [l1 , l2 , ..., ln ], σ) 7→ (hv, (Rv , Wv ), dl v \ ([l1 , l2 , ..., ln ], i)i, σ)
Figure 2. Semantics of delegation and revocation.
means that the most permissive policies expressed by both these labels are enforced, i.e., that the effective current label is `3 u `6 .
Under the right conditions, the entire label may evolve by further delegation to either {([`1 , `2 , `3 , `4 ], 3), ([`5 , `6 , `7 ], 1)} or to
{([`1 , `2 , `3 , `4 ], 2), ([`5 , `6 , `7 ], 2)} depending on which principal
re-delegates the value to the next one in its chain. Revocation of access rights simply removes the corresponding chain from the label.
4.3

−− private label for principal p
privL p = L (RP p TopP) (WP p BottomP)
e = runM ([],TopP,leastRestrictiveL ) c
where c :: RDR (P Int)
c = do p1 ← localUserM patient $
do hist ← tagM (privL patient ) 1
delegateM hist
[ privL phys1, privL phys2]
localUserM phys1 $
do z ← tagM leastRestrictiveL 0
obs1 ← newM (privL phys1) z
writeM obs1 p1
v ← readM obs1
delegateM v [ privL phys3] −− ERROR!

Semantics of Delegation and Revocation

We extend the interface of our library with three new constructs:
delegateM
:: P a → [ Label] → m (P a)
redelegateM :: P a → m (P a)
revokeM
:: P a → [ Label] → m (P a)

Previously, a protected value was of the form hv, `i where v
is a plain value and ` is a label. As motivated above, the generalization of the language with dynamic delegation and revocation
necessitates an additional kind of label dl (for dynamic label) consisting of chains of conventional labels, i.e., protected values are
now of the form hv, `, dl i. The additional chains included in each
protected value track the variation in information flow policies due
to delegation and revocation. The semantics in Fig. 1 is generalized
to propagate these additional dynamic labels. The interesting rules
for the new constructs are shown in Fig. 2.
The semantics of delegation is expressed using two rules in
Fig. 2. The rule for delegateM considers the case when an owner
initiates a delegation chain; the second rule redelegateM considers
the case when a delegatee continues delegation to the next label.
The evaluation rule of delegateM updates the dynamic label of the
delegated value by adding a new chain with an initial delegation
index equal to 0 that makes the first label active. To authorize this
delegation, we require that the current user could have declassified
the current value to each of the labels in the chain individually.
A delegatee can then, without further checks, increment the delegation index, as shown in the rule for redelegateM. Revocation
removes the chain in question irrespective of the current value of
delegation index. In all cases, the static label is unchanged to retain
the information about the original owner who initiated the delegation. Additional checks are performed in each rule to ensure that
only the static owner can initiate a delegation and revocation, and
that only the user matching the current owner in the dynamic chain
is allowed to perform the redelegation.
We illustrate some of the main ideas using two examples.
Example 1. This example presents a scenario in a medical health
care center, where the patient allows (by delegation) a certain physician phys1 to examine his medical history, provide an opinion, and
delegate the updated history further to phys2 . If either physician
decides to delegate the updated history to a physician not authorized by the patient (phys3 ), the delegation should not be allowed
and an error exception is raised. The basic ingredients of this example can be expressed as follows:

Example 2. This example models an online shopping transaction,
in which the customer delegates the right to access her credit card
information to the seller which delegates this right further to the
bank in order to authorize the transaction. Once the transaction
has been finished, the customer revokes the delegation to the seller
who should not be allowed to access the customer’s credit card
information after this revocation or delegate it to the bank again:
e = runM ([],TopP,leastRestrictiveL ) c
where c :: RDR (P Int)
c = do cc0 ← localUserM customer $
do cc ← tagM (privL customer) 1
delegateM cc
[ privL seller , privL bank]
cc1 ← localUserM seller $
redelegateM cc0
cc2 ← localUserM customer $
revokeM cc1
[ privL seller , privL bank]
localUserM seller $
redelegateM cc0 −− ERROR!

5.

Related Work

The literature includes several approaches for addressing delegation and/or revocation in the context of language-based security.
For instance, a general form of delegation is present in Jif [10, 22]
where a principal p can “act for” another principal q in such a way
that any action that would authorized for principal q would also
be authorized for principal p. Delegation is also possible in flowCaml [26] by redirecting information flow from one principal to another. For instance, a declaration ‘flow !bob < !alice’ allows bob
to transfer information to alice.
The first class of extensions to the above ideas is to allow delegation relationships to change dynamically. One approach is to
introduce runtime principals [29] and augment the language with a
public key infrastructure: principals are represented by public keys,
authorized actions are presented as digitally signed certificates, and
the delegation relation between principals is determined from certificate chains. Another approach is to directly allow the principal

hierarchy to change at runtime [4, 18]. In such an approach, the
permission context, i.e., the < relation, would be a first-class entity
that can be manipulated and extended during evaluation. Several
other approaches [3] tie changes to the permission context to the
dynamic chain of procedure calls: typically the caller is given temporary authority for the dynamic extent of a method invocation that
manipulates sensitive information.
Other approaches (e.g. [28]) allow delegation and revocation defined in roles based security policies, where security labels in the
language are defined in terms of roles. The policies are updated according to delegation or revocation of privileges given by this delegation. If the policy updates violate policy assumption, then all effects on memory due to updating the policy are rolled back. Anther
approach [2] represents authorization and delegation policies using
trust management and role-based labels in the program. The delegation is allowed by enabling a flow from one variable annotated
with a certain label consisting of a certain role to another one annotated with a different label, where delegation is restricted to role
members. Other approaches [5, 7] address restricting the delegation by modeling the “acts for” relation between runtime principals
and allowing the flow between those principals based on satisfying
a given security policy condition.
Information flow libraries. Another strand of research investigates information flow libraries for general purpose programming
languages. For instance, the issue of enforcing information flow
policies in the context of higher-order languages with mutable state
was addressed by Crary et al. [12], where information flow was
tracked statically through associating a security level with elements
of the mutable store and using a family of monadic types to keep
track of the effects of computations. Another approach [15] implemented an abstract multi-threading secure kernel that enforces
information flow policy at the operating system level, where they
represent threads using the state monad, parallel composition by
monad transformers, and the communication between threads by
the resumption monad.
Li et al. [20, 21] encode information flow as a library by embedding a security sub-language in Haskell using the notion of arrows [24], where the information flow is enforced at run-time using static analysis techniques of computations constructed in the
embedded sub-language. This idea was then extended to address
reference manipulation and multi-threading [11].
The need for arrows was later eliminated by Russo et al. [25]
who implemented a monadic library to provide information-flow
security for Haskell programs. Their library uses the monadic types
to track information flow in pure and side-effectful computations.
This idea was further improved in by implementing the information flow policy enforcement in a monad transformer separated
from the underlying monadic API which remains unaware and unmodified [13], where the policy is specified by lifting of the underlying monad operations into the transformed monad. Another
approach [27] presented a labeled IO monad as a library for enforcing dynamic information flow control in Haskell, where the library tracks a current label and permits restricted access to IO functionality, while ensuring that the current label exceeds the labels of
all observed data and restricts what can be modified. This library
also provides a notion of clearance to bound the current program
label and provide a form of discretionary access control. Other approaches [19] address the issue of using Haskell monads to implement a library that provides non-interference through secure-multi
execution, where IO operations are given different interpretations
depending on the security level linked to a given execution.
In comparison to our approach, all of the previously mentioned
approaches that present the enforcement of information flow control at a kernel level or as a library in Haskell either at compile-time
or at run-time did not address the issue of encoding information

flow policies that vary dynamically due to delegation or revocation
of access rights, which is the main objective of our paper.

6.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a Haskell library that builds on the DLM to
enforce secure information flow, with restricted delegation and revocation of access rights, in the presence of first-class references,
higher-order procedures, and multiple mutually distrusting principals. Our immediate goal is to enable interaction between this language and the recently developed Cloud Haskell [14]. Such interaction would allow us to augment distributed Haskell programs written for a “cloud” environment with fine-grained policies that are
enforced by the Haskell infrastructure.
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